7th Annual
Metro Detroit SchH Club
Summer Helper Seminar &
USCA Helper Classification
July 20-21, 2019

Intensive training weekend for beginners and advanced helpers with a focus on health, safety, and correct trial work. Special Focus: advanced and detailed coaching for helpers interested in improving their ability in the Courage Test. The instructors have been selected for Championship events as well as having coached helpers that were selected for events. Both have a critical eye for mechanics and proper form and will challenge you to improve.

Participation: NO COST.
Lunch: $10 lunch offered each day
Location: Metro Detroit SchH Club
          5550 Milan Oakville Road
          Milan MI 48160

For information: John Bochenek - 2488605340 or johnbochenek@hotmail.com

Local Hotels: Sleep Inn, Milan MI
              Star Motel, Milan MI
              Country Inn, Dundee, MI